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Clinical Review

Introduction
Head and neck cancer, a group of malignancies arising in the 
epithelial tissue of the paranasal sinus, lip, oral cavity, nasal 
cavity, pharynx, and larynx, comprises the sixth most common 
malignancy worldwide, representing 4% of all types of cancers 
(El-Bayoumy et al. 2017; Siegel et al. 2017). Cancer of the oral 
cavity (oral cancer) is the most common subtype of this disease. 
The majority of oral cancer or head and neck cancer is squa-
mous cell carcinoma (oral squamous cell carcinoma [OSCC] or 
head and neck squamous cell carcinoma [HNSCC]). Oral carci-
nogenesis is a complex process resulting from accumulation of 
multiple genetic and epigenetic alterations induced by oral car-
cinogens (i.e., alcohol, tobacco, betel nut) and/or human papil-
lomavirus (HPV) (Gillison and Restighini 2015; Kumar et al. 
2016). Although diagnosis of HPV-associated oral cancer is 
increasing, this subset of cancer has a distinct biology and gen-
erally responds well to therapy. Oral cancer in heavy smokers 
remains prevalent worldwide and responds more poorly to ther-
apy than HPV-associated HNSCC. Despite advances in under-
standing, diagnosis, and treatment of head and neck cancers, the 
5-y survival rate after diagnosis is around 60% (Pfister et al. 
2015), indicating that further improvements in the detection and 
treatment of HNSCC are crucial to save lives and alleviate com-
plications of basic life functions such as eating, drinking, speak-
ing, and breathing (El-Bayoumy et al. 2017).

Next generation genome-wide sequencing and immuno-
therapies have revolutionized cancer research, biomarker dis-
covery, and patient care in the past decade. Common genetic 
and epigenetic alterations in oral cancer have been character-
ized (Choi and Myers 2008; Stransky et al. 2011; Cancer 

Genome Atlas 2015), but this knowledge does not positively 
affect treatment or prognosis without continued research 
applying the lessons learned from genomics to determine how 
specific mutations and amplifications can be leveraged to per-
sonalize treatment. Investigational and Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA)–approved immune checkpoint inhibi-
tors that reactivate antitumor immunity are transforming can-
cer therapy. PD-1 is a coreceptor on T lymphocytes that 
suppresses T-cell activity when engaged by its ligands, PD-L1 
or PD-L2. Consequently, inhibition of PD-L1 or PD-1 increases 
T-cell activity, and these therapies have been demonstrated to 
increase T-cell-specific tumor cell killing (Ferris et al. 2016; 
Seiwert et al. 2016; Bauman et al. 2017; Dogan et al. 2017). 
The FDA has approved a few PD-1 antibodies for treating 
recurrent and metastatic HNSCC. However, response rates to 
anti–PD-1 immunotherapy are ~20% in HNSCC patients 
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Abstract
Model systems for oral cancer research have progressed from tumor epithelial cell cultures to in vivo systems that mimic oral cancer 
genetics, pathological characteristics, and tumor-stroma interactions of oral cancer patients. In the era of cancer immunotherapy, 
it is imperative to use model systems to test oral cancer prevention and therapeutic interventions in the presence of an immune 
system and to discover mechanisms of stromal contributions to oral cancer carcinogenesis. Here, we review in vivo mouse model 
systems commonly used for studying oral cancer and discuss the impact these models are having in advancing basic mechanisms, 
chemoprevention, and therapeutic intervention of oral cancer while highlighting recent discoveries concerning the role of immune cells 
in oral cancer. Improvements to in vivo model systems that highly recapitulate human oral cancer hold the key to identifying features 
of oral cancer initiation, progression, and invasion as well as molecular and cellular targets for prevention, therapeutic response, and 
immunotherapy development.
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(Ferris et al. 2016), and many novel therapies are still in devel-
opment. Therefore, it is imperative to understand the mecha-
nisms by which cancers evade immune surveillance and define 
crosstalk between tumor cells and tumor stroma that contrib-
utes to metastasis, tumor cell survival, and immune suppres-
sion or immune evasion. The use of experimental animal 
models that possess an immune system to address these mech-
anistic questions is critical and will complement clinical stud-
ies in patients. This article presents an overview of mouse 
models of oral cancer, reviews studies on oral cancer biology 
in the presence of a native immune system and immune regula-
tors, and presents current applications of these models for 
studying novel strategies of chemoprevention and immune-
targeted therapies.

Mouse Models of Oral Cancer
Reviews of in vivo models of oral cancer have been published 
(Supsavhad et al. 2016; Ishida et al. 2017), so we will only briefly 
introduce mouse models of oral cancer. Broadly speaking, oral 
cancers can be established in mice by tumor cell transplantation 
(xenografting and allografting), chemical carcinogenesis, and 
spontaneous oral cancer initiated by genetic modifications.

Immunocompromised mouse recipients are used to study 
human cancers in mice because immunocompetent animals 
reject human cell transplantation. Tumor cells transplanted into 
the skin of mice are easily monitored for tumor size and 
response to therapeutic intervention. However, these tumors do 
not develop in the natural anatomic site of OSCC and do not 
completely replicate the pathology, microenvironment, or 
steps of premalignancy and carcinogenesis in human oral can-
cer (Smith and Thomas 2006). To overcome some of these 
limitations, tumor cells are orthotopically injected into the 
mylohyoid muscle in the floor of the oral cavity, tongue mus-
cle, or buccal mucosa, and subsequent tumors are able to 
develop locoregional metastasis or distant metastasis (Bais et 
al. 2015; Alsaqer et al. 2017). Patient-derived xenografts (PDX 
tumors) can be serially passaged in mouse recipients, and their 
early passages consisting of tumor epithelial and stromal cells 
retain the genetic and morphological characteristics of the 
original human oral cancer better than cell line xenograft mod-
els (Keysar et al. 2013; Sun and Zhang 2016). To further mimic 
the tumor microenvironment, oral cancer PDX models are 
improved upon by transplanting OSCC into the floor of the 
mouth; these models have better predictive power for thera-
peutic responses (Keysar et al. 2013). However, immunocom-
promised mouse recipients exclude the ability to assess 
contributions of a complete immune system on OSCC. 
Athymic mice lack functional T lymphocytes but retain B lym-
phocytes, natural killer (NK) cells, macrophages, and most 
cells of the innate immune system, but it remains to be deter-
mined how these mouse immune cells interact with human 
tumor cells, due to the species barrier, and whether mouse 
immune cells have a functional impact on cancer progression 
similar to human immune cells. NOD-scid IL2Rgammanull 

(NSG) mice, which are severely immunocompromised (lack-
ing functional T, B, and NK cells as well as severe defects in 
myeloid lineages), are also used as recipients of PDX OSCCs. 
Humanized mice are generated by transplantation of human 
hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells into bone marrow–
depleted NSG mice to establish a suite of human immune cells 
in the mouse host. This model marks a step forward in the 
evaluation of human immune cells against human tumor cells 
by partially overcoming the mouse-human species barrier 
(Morton, Bird, Keysar, et al. 2016; Morton, Bird, Refaeli, et al. 
2016; Walsh et al. 2017).

Considering the close relationship between tobacco use and 
oral carcinogenesis, tobacco-mimicking carcinogen applica-
tion to the oral cavity is an ideal model to study carcinogen-
related oral cancer. 4-Nitroquinoline-1 oxide (4-NQO), a 
synthetic water-soluble carcinogen (Wallenius and Lekholm 
1973), exerts potent intracellular oxidative stress and meta-
bolic by-products that bind to DNA predominantly at guanine 
residues, causing damage similar to carcinogens in tobacco 
and inducing molecular and pathological changes similar to 
human OSCC (Turesky 1994; Tang et al. 2004). Histologically, 
4-NQO–induced lesions have sequential stages of epithelial 
carcinogenesis, including hyperplasia, various degrees of dys-
plasia, carcinoma in situ, and invasive squamous cell carci-
noma (SCC) occurring in the endogenous epithelia and 
microenvironment, resembling multistage carcinogenesis of 
human oral cancer (Tang et al. 2004; Li et al. 2013). Therefore, 
this model provides a valuable tool to study OSCC or precursor 
lesions in the native stroma and immune system.

Genetically engineered mouse models (GEMMs) and car-
cinogen-induced OSCC animal models provide the research 
community with immunocompetent cancer models that mimic 
multistage oral carcinogenesis observed in patients (Fig. 1). 
Oral cancer GEMMs are now mainly produced by inducible 
systems, allowing modification of a gene of interest in oral epi-
thelia at specific times. In addition to tetracycline (Tet)–
inducible systems summarized by Baron and Bujard (2000) 
and estrogen receptor (ER)–inducible systems described by 
Feil et al. (1997), RU486-inducible, oral epithelium–specific 
GEMMs have been developed in our laboratory. The “gene-
switch” system allows RU486-inducible activation of a gene of 
interest in the oral epithelium (Fig. 2A). Targeting RU486-
inducible cre recombinase (CrePR1) (Kellendonk et al. 1996) 
to stratified epithelium with K5 or K14 promoters allows for 
inducible control of target gene expression or gene deletion in 
basal keratinocytes (including stem cells and non–stem cells) 
of oral epithelia (Lu et al. 2006; Bornstein et al. 2009), and the 
K15 promoter restricts expression to stem cells of hair follicles 
or oral epithelia (White et al. 2013) (Fig. 2B).

By combining these mouse models of oral cancer, several 
important discoveries have been made that will affect our 
approach to treating patients. While not discussed here, feline, 
hamster, and rat models have contributed to advancing our 
knowledge of oral cancer, and readers are pointed to a relevant 
review (Supsavhad et al. 2016).
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Models to Study Cancer Stem Cells 
and Metastasis of Oral Cancer

Cancer stem cells (CSCs) are tumor cells capable of self-
renewal and reestablishing a tumor after therapy, contributing 
to relapse (Beck and Blanpain 2013; Dionne et al. 2015). As 
such, defining mechanisms that drive CSC function and their 
therapeutic liabilities is important to eradicate these major 
players in OSCC relapse. 4-NQO carcinogenesis was used to 
generate a spectrum of oral lesions and perform lineage tracing 
of BMI1+ cells. This study identified BMI1 as a bona fide 
marker of CSCs responsible for tumor initiation, reinitiation 
after chemotherapy, and driver of metastasis (Chen et al. 2017). 
While chemotherapy decreased tumor cell proliferation, it 
increased CSC abundance. Targeting BMI1 (or its effector 
AP-1) decreased CSCs, and when combined with chemother-
apy, the most pronounced effect on both primary tumor size 
and lymph node metastases was observed. This study high-
lights milestones in lineage tracing of functional CSCs, mecha-
nisms for OSCC chemoresistance, and therapeutic intervention 
to combat CSC-mediated metastasis. Model systems such as 
this provide a valuable tool to further study the immune eva-
sion niche of CSCs and use these models to track how immune-
targeting agents eradicate CSCs and metastatic cells. In our 

own study, we targeted KrasG12D.Smad4–/– into keratin 15 
(K15)–positive stem cells, which reside in the hair follicle and 
tongue epithelium. These mutated cells rapidly developed into 
aggressive SCCs that metastasized to the lung (White et al. 
2013). In addition to our finding that miR-9 is critical for CSC 
expansion and metastasis, several other nonepithelial signature 
microRNAs, particularly microRNAs of hematopoietic origin, 
are overexpressed in these tumors (White et al. 2013). This 
raises the question of whether CSC reprograming by miRNAs 
causes them to be more immune evasive than non-CSCs.

Other examples of CSC regulators are from studies using 
PDX models of HNSCC to determine the efficacy of targeting 
interleukin (IL)–6 or 5T4 oncofetal glycoprotein (a fetal pro-
tein reexpressed in cancer) using experimental therapeutics. 
5T4 was found to be a biomarker of reduced patient survival 
and a critical regulator of HNSCC CSC maintenance; targeted 
killing of 5T4-expressing cells with a single dose of MEDI0641 
(anti-5T4 antibody conjugated to a cytotoxic drug) resulted in 
long-term tumor growth inhibition, reduction of CSCs, and 
prevention of recurrence (Kerk et al. 2017). Inhibition of IL-6 
reduced CSC abundance and prevented recurrence in PDX 
models of HNSCC (Finkel et al. 2016). Elimination of CSCs is 
a critical barrier to prevent relapse, so translating the use of 
5T4- or IL-6 targeted therapies into immune-competent 

Figure 1. Multistage carcinogenesis in oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC). (A–G) From a case report illustrating sequential stages of oral 
carcinogenesis in a human patient. A low-power view of an oral lesion with multiple histologies is presented in panel A, and high-power magnification 
of different locations of this lesion is presented in panels B–G as indicated by the arrows. (A) Pathological whole lesion; (B) normal epithelium; (C) 
hyperplasia; (D) mild dysplasia; (E) moderate dysplasia; (F) severe dysplasia/carcinoma in situ; (G) local invasive squamous cell carcinomas. Figure 
adapted from Wei et al. (2016). (H) An example of sequential stages of oral carcinogenesis induced by Smad4 deletion in the oral mucosa of mice 
(Bornstein et al. 2009). (I) Graphical representation of normal epithelium transformation by accumulated genetic lesions and microenvironmental 
changes.
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models that can evaluate the effect of therapeutic antibodies in 
the context of native stroma and immune system is necessary 
to move these agents forward. Because IL-6 is a potent inflam-
matory cytokine, it would be particularly important to under-
stand how IL-6 inhibition influences CSCs and immune 
response in immunocompetent models with traceable CSCs.

Phosphatidylinositol-3 kinase (PI3K) is another critical 
regulator of HNSCC CSCs. Studies in HNSCC PDX cohorts 
identified consistently high tumor initiating capacity of 
ALDH+/CD44high cells and demonstrated the reliance of these 
HNSCC CSCs on PI3K and SOX2 activity (Keysar et al. 
2017). When combined with the 4-NQO carcinogenesis model, 
inducible overexpression of PI3K resulted in invasive tumor 
formation enriched for CSCs. Tumors with overexpressed 
PI3K had increased inflammation in the tumor stroma, includ-
ing tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs), infiltrated leuko-
cytes, and cancer-associated inflammatory chemokines and 
their receptors (CCL3, CCR7, CXCL12, CXCR4, and TGFβ1) 
(Du et al. 2016), suggesting that PI3K overexpression has 
effects on both tumor and stromal cells. The tumor suppressor 
gene NDRG2 (N-myc downregulated gene 2) is a recently 
identified regulator of metastasis and PI3K in OSCC: 4-NQO 

carcinogenesis in Ndrg2-deficient mice 
resulted in larger, more numerous oral lesions 
that frequently metastasized to cervical lymph 
nodes compared to wild-type mice subjected 
to 4-NQO carcinogenesis. Low levels of 
NDRG2 were observed in human metastatic 
OSCC and reexpression of NDRG2-suppressed 
PI3K signaling, while reduced NDRG2 cor-
related with increased PI3K signaling and 
invasion (Tamura et al. 2017). Because PI3K 
is a critical regulator of immune cell migra-
tion, maturation, and function, and the PI3K 
pathway is activated by amplification or 
mutation of core PI3K genes or upstream 
receptors in >40% to 50% of HNSCCs 
(Cancer Genome Atlas 2015; Fruman et al. 
2017; Soulieres et al. 2017), it will be critical 
to evaluate the influence of PI3K inhibitors in 
immune-competent models of OSCC to dem-
onstrate the feasibility of these inhibitors to 
target CSCs and their effect on inflammatory 
cytokines, as well as identify consequences on 
antitumor immunity. Induction of oral cancer 
CSCs and metastasis by epidermal growth 
factor required PI3K-dependent glycolytic 
glucose metabolism (Xu et al. 2017), imply-
ing that PI3K regulation of glucose metabo-
lism also requires attention and is discussed 
further below.

Models Revealing Immune 
Regulatory Mechanisms  
in Oral Cancer
Mouse models of OSCC have identified a 

number of immune cells, cytokines, and chemokines critical to 
oral carcinogenesis. 4-NQO carcinogenesis increased the che-
mokine CCL3 and carcinogenesis was decreased in CCL3–/– 
mice (da Silva et al. 2017), suggesting that CCL3 recruitment of 
inflammatory cells is necessary for carcinogenesis and may be 
a critical factor of 4-NQO + PI3K carcinogenesis described 
above. Similarly, 4-NQO carcinogenesis was blunted in mice 
lacking macrophage migration inhibitory factor (MIF), and loss 
of MIF decreased CCL3 and myeloid cell infiltration (presum-
ably myeloid-derived suppressor cells) (Oghumu et al. 2016). 
Conversely, depletion of B lymphocytes sensitized SCCs to 
chemotherapy by upregulating antitumor macrophages that in 
turn recruited cytotoxic T lymphocytes (Affara et al. 2014). 
Together, these studies demonstrate that myeloid-derived cells 
and their recruitment by CCL3 can have both pro- and antitu-
mor activity in SCC models, and systematic, controlled evalua-
tion of specific chemokines and subsets of myeloid-derived 
cells is imperative to identify pro- and antitumor biomarkers, 
mechanisms of tumor progression, and immune regulation.

TGFβ is a critical inhibitor of epithelial growth but also 
a well-known immune suppressor. TGFβ1 overexpression 
occurs in over 60% of tobacco-associated HNSCCs (Lu et al. 

Figure 2. RU486-inducible, oral-specific genetically engineered mouse models. (A) Inducible 
“gene-switch” keratinocyte-specific transgenic system: the GLp65 transactivator is inserted 
downstream of a keratin 5 (K5) or keratin 14 (K14) promoter. The GLp65 transactivator is 
composed of the DNA binding domain of the yeast transcription factor (GAL4), the ligand 
binding domain of the truncated progesterone receptor (ΔPR-LBD) that selectively binds 
progesterone antagonists (e.g., RU486), and the NF-κB p65 transactivation domain. The 
target consists of a transgene under the control of a minimal tata promoter containing 4 
copies of the GAL4 DNA binding sequence upstream of the promoter. A transactivator 
mouse line is bred with a target mouse line to generate bitransgenic mice containing both 
transgenes. Expression of the target gene is induced by topical application of RU486 to 
mouse oral epithelia. (B) Inducible keratinocyte-specific knock-in or knockout system: 
mice expressing a Cre recombinase transgene fused to a truncated progesterone receptor 
(CreΔPR1) under transcriptional control of a K5, K14, or K15 promoter are bred with mice 
containing genes engineered to contain LoxP sites: (top) a mutant gene preceded by a lox-
stop-lox cassette or (bottom) a gene of interest flanked by LoxP sites. RU486 application to 
the oral cavity of bigenic mice activates CrePR1 activity that recombines LoxP sites, resulting 
in excision of the stop codon (inducing mutant gene activation) or excision of the gene of 
interest (inducing loss of gene activity).
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2004). Oral epithelial expression of TGFβ1 in mice surpris-
ingly induced massive inflammation in oral mucosa that indi-
rectly induced epithelial hyperproliferation (Lu et al. 2004). 
This is contradictory to the role of TGFβ in other organs, where 
it is primarily immune suppressive and anti-inflammatory, 
highlighting the context-specific role of TGFβ in oral cancer. 
Interestingly, disrupting TGFβ signaling components often 
results in compensatory TGFβ overexpression. For example, 
mice expressing KrasG12D with TGFβRII deletion in the oral 
cavity develop HNSCC with full penetrance characterized by 
increased levels of TGFβ1 that is secreted into the tumor 
stroma, inducing macrophage recruitment and induction of 
IL-1β, MIP2, and SDF1 cytokines (Lu et al. 2006). This find-
ing sheds light on human HNSCCs that have a 69% rate of 
TGFβRII reduction (Lu et al. 2006). Similarly, genetic SMAD4 
loss, primarily through large 18q chromosomal deletion (1- or 
2-allele loss), occurs in 53% of HNSCCs (149/279 patients in 
the Cancer Genome Atlas [TCGA]), predominately in tobacco-
associated oral cancer patients (Cancer Genome Atlas 2015). 
Smad4 deletion is sufficient to induce spontaneous oral cancer, 
with a small population of tumor-bearing mice harboring 
regional lymph node metastases. Again, TGFβ1 is overex-
pressed in these tumors, causing massive leukocyte infiltration 
that includes macrophages, granulocytes, lymphocytes, and 
proinflammatory Th17 cells (Bornstein et al. 2009). We are 
currently using these models to investigate the role that 
immune cells and TGFβ signaling play in mediating tumor 
progression and antitumor immunity.

Oral Cancer Chemoprevention 
Testing in Mouse Models
The reproducible nature of mouse models of OSCC is particu-
larly useful to test chemoprevention agents. Although PD-1 
inhibitors are being used to induce antitumor T-cell activity, 
PD-1 blockade also prevented 4-NQO malignant progression 
by increasing T-cell accumulation and activity (Wang et al. 
2017), suggesting that PD-1 inhibitors may be useful for che-
moprevention. However, the use of a chemoprevention agent 
requires the agent be safe to use in healthy individuals. While 
the safety and cost of PD-1 inhibitors as a preventative agent 
for the general public are dubious, their use in high-risk indi-
viduals with preneoplastic lesions is intriguing. Dietary agents 
and supplements with a long history of safe consumption are 
attractive for chemoprevention. Bitter melon extract blunted 
4-NQO carcinogenesis, preventing dysplasia and SCC pro-
gression while also suppressing proinflammatory IL-1β, IL-23, 
and immune checkpoint PD-1 expression (Sur et al. 2018), 
suggesting that this extract may exert its anticancer activity in 
an immune-dependent manner. Grapeseed extract and resvera-
trol, natural dietary phytochemicals with anticancer activity, 
prevented 4-NQO–induced oral carcinogenesis, including 
decreased severity of hyperplasia, dysplasia, and SCC, by 
decreasing proliferation and increasing apoptosis of tumor 
cells through adenosine monophosphate–activated protein 
kinase (AMPK) activation, a critical metabolic checkpoint 
(Shrotriya et al. 2015). Indeed, modulation between catabolic 

activities of AMPK versus anabolic activities of mTOR is a 
central theme in transformation and therefore chemopreven-
tion (Inoki et al. 2012; Saxton and Sabatini 2017).

Metformin and rapamycin activation of AMPK and inhibi-
tion of mTOR are being scrutinized for HNSCC chemopreven-
tion. Metformin has long been used to treat type II diabetes, and 
decades of data suggest it is relatively safe (Pernicova and 
Korbonits 2014). Rapamycin and its derivatives (mTOR inhibi-
tors) are immunosuppressants used to reduce organ transplant 
rejection that have been used safely for decades. Metformin acti-
vates AMPK, thereby inactivating mTOR, creating a metabolic 
state of catabolism and opposing anabolic mTOR activities of 
growth and proliferation that support tumorigenesis (Inoki et al. 
2012; Pernicova and Korbonits 2014). Administration of met-
formin prevented 4-NQO oral carcinogenesis by inhibiting 
mTOR, decreasing premalignant lesion size/number, and inhib-
iting conversion to invasive SCC (Vitale-Cross et al. 2012). In 
fact, metformin is being evaluated in a clinical trial to determine 
whether it prevents OSCC in patients with premalignant oral 
lesions (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT02581137). Heavy 
tobacco use and HPV infection are 2 risk factors for preneoplas-
tic oral lesions and progression to OSCC. Expression of HPV 
E6/E7 proteins in the basal squamous epithelia induces malig-
nant transformation when exposed to a single dose of the car-
cinogen 7,12-dimethylbenz[a]anthracene (DMBA). Rapamycin 
prevented oral tumor development driven by E6/E7 + DMBA 
(Callejas-Valera et al. 2016), suggesting that mTOR inhibition 
may also be a chemoprevention agent in HPV+ patients at risk 
for HNSCC. Continued research using these mouse models of 
tobacco- and HPV-induced premalignancy and HNSCC will 
identify immune cell and mTOR biomarkers that predict when a 
patient may benefit from immune- or mTOR-targeted preven-
tion strategies before the onset of cancer, potentially sparing at-
risk patients from developing cancer and the trauma of surgery, 
radiation, and complex treatment regimens.

Immune-Targeted Therapies  
in Oral Cancer Using Mouse Models
The low response rate of HNSCCs to FDA-approved PD-1 
inhibitors highlights the importance of studying basic mecha-
nisms of immune evasion and resistance to immunotherapy as 
well as developing new therapeutic strategies to combine 
immunotherapy with other therapeutic approaches. In an 
experimental therapeutics study, combination of a PD-L1 
inhibitor with radiation, the current “standard of care” for oral 
cancer treatment, to treat mice transplanted with syngeneic 
oral cancer cells in the buccal mucosa decreased tumor growth 
and increased animal survival in a T lymphocyte–dependent 
manner (which did not occur with radiation or PD-L1 inhibitor 
alone), suggesting that radiotherapy may increase immune 
checkpoint therapy efficacy (Oweida et al. 2017). Similarly, 
combining cisplatin and PD-1 blockade delayed HNSCC syn-
geneic flank tumor growth and prolonged mouse survival 
(Tran et al. 2017). In both of these studies, radiation or cispla-
tin increased PD-L1 expression, suggesting that PD-L1/PD-1 
inhibition is necessary to overcome immune suppression 
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mediated by these therapies and also highlights that genotoxic 
therapies do not necessarily impede T-cell function. However, 
further studies are needed to determine how treatment dosing 
schedules influence T-cell survival and function to optimize 
tumor cell killing and maintain T-cell function. Toll-like recep-
tor (TLR) agonists, which stimulate innate immunity, are also 
being explored as experimental therapeutics in mouse models 
and human clinical trials in combination with PD-1 blockade 
(ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT02521870). TLR7/9 ago-
nists in combination with PD-1 blockade suppressed syngeneic 
flank HPV– and HPV+ HNSCC primary tumor growth and 
metastasis by stimulating antitumor macrophage activity and 
sustained tumor-specific adaptive T-cell immune response that 
suppressed secondary tumor challenge (Sato-Kaneko et al. 
2017). These studies serve as a foundation of successful thera-
peutic combinations. Future studies may ask questions regard-
ing specific innate and adaptive immune cell activity, cytokine/
chemokine influence on treatment, new agonists and antago-
nists, biomarkers that may predict response to therapies, or 
mechanisms of resistance to these therapies.

While PD-1 inhibition may have therapeutic effects in 
HNSCC, especially when combined with other inhibitors as 
discussed above, upregulation of other inhibitory T-cell recep-
tors can mitigate antitumor activity of PD-1 inhibition.  
Smad4–/– tumor cells transplanted into syngeneic mouse recip-
ients escaped immune surveillance due to coexpression of 
inhibitory receptors PD-1 and LAG-3 on most CD8+ T cells 
(Mishra et al. 2016). Dual blockade of PD-1 and LAG-3 inhib-
ited growth of these tumors, demonstrating the feasibility of 
dual-checkpoint immunotherapy to treat aggressive SCCs 
(Mishra et al. 2016), and this treatment combination is in clini-
cal trials for advanced solid tumors, including HNSCC 
(ClinicalTrials.gov Identifiers: NCT01968109, NCT02966548, 
NCT03005782). Similarly, LAG-3 was shown to be correlated 
with larger, metastatic, and higher-grade HNSCCs, and inhibi-
tion of LAG-3 induced CD8+ T-cell antitumor response in an 
immunocompetent mouse model of HNSCC driven by loss of 
Pten and TGFβR1 (Deng et al. 2016). The early administration 
of LAG-3 inhibitor in this model was intended as a preventative 
agent, but the authors’ discovery of potential myeloid-derived 
suppressor cells, regulatory T cells, and chemokines that regu-
late myeloid cell recruitment that were suppressed by LAG-3 
inhibition has incited the need for informative functional fol-
low-up studies. Another immune suppressive molecule, B7-H4, 
in the same B7 family as PD-L1 and PD-L2, is reported to be 
elevated in human OSCC samples and correlates with poor 
overall survival (Wu et al. 2016). The authors show that B7-H4 
is overexpressed in a genetic mouse HNSCC model induced by 
loss of TGFβR1 and Pten, suggesting that this model may be 
excellent for determining whether anti–B7-H4 induces antitu-
mor activity or whether other checkpoint receptors may over-
ride B7-H4 therapy. To study HPV oncogene-associated OSCC 
in the mouse, C57BL/6 mouse tonsil epithelial cells trans-
formed with HPV oncoproteins E6/E7 and oncogenic 
H-RasG12V, “MEER cells,” are transplanted into syngeneic 
C57BL/6 hosts (Hoover et al. 2007). Shayan et al. (2017) sub-
cutaneously transplanted MEER cells into syngeneic hosts and 

found that another immune checkpoint receptor, TIM-3, is 
upregulated in tumors that acquire resistance to PD-1 inhibi-
tion, and significant antitumor activity could be achieved by 
adding a TIM-3 blocking antibody (Shayan et al. 2017). 
Importantly, combination of anti–PD-1 and anti–TIM-3 thera-
pies is being tested clinically (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: 
NCT02817633), suggesting mouse models could be a surrogate 
to help answer questions emerging from the clinic. Because 
upregulation of TIM-3 required PI3K signaling (Shayan et al. 
2017), the impact of PI3K/mTOR inhibition on tumor immu-
nity is a tantalizing line of investigation.

With PI3K/mTOR playing critical roles in metabolism, 
tumor progression, and immune cell activity, PI3K/mTOR 
inhibitors as antitumor agents are being evaluated in several 
laboratories using multiple model systems. Because high glu-
cose metabolism correlates with decreased T-cell infiltration in 
SCCs (Ottensmeier et al. 2016), the use of PI3K/mTOR inhibi-
tors to combat glucose metabolism and increase immune cell 
infiltration may be as critical as the direct effect of the inhibitor 
against tumor cells. Additional benefit may be derived because 
inhibition of glycolytic metabolism in T cells increases their 
memory function and antitumor activity (Sukumar et al. 2013). 
Rapamycin plus cisplatin/radiation therapy (CRT) effectively 
increased mouse survival in a subcutaneous syngeneic MEER 
cell tumor model while decreasing primary tumor burden, 
lymph node metastasis, and lung metastasis with rapamycin 
resensitizing CRT-resistant tumors to CRT therapy (Coppock 
et al. 2016). Interestingly, the glycolytic metabolism of tumors 
generates lactate that suppresses T-cell function; mTOR inhibi-
tion reduced lactate production and increased antitumor 
immune response in the same tumor model (Coppock et al. 
2013). Inhibition of mTOR with metformin had similar results 
with the OCT3 transporter, highly expressed in both HPV– and 
HPV+ HNSCC, serving as a biomarker of metformin respon-
siveness (Madera et al. 2015). Finally, a study using multiple 
tumor models including syngeneic MEER and SCCVII cell 
transplant models of HNSCC demonstrated that PI3Kγ activity 
in tumor macrophages suppressed T-cell activation and that 
inhibition of PI3Kγ promoted T-cell-dependent antitumor 
activity, which was further increased by addition of PD-1 
blockade (Kaneda et al. 2016). The observation that PI3Kδ 
inhibition suppressed T-cell activity and promoted tumor 
growth demonstrates that PI3K isoform specificity is a critical 
factor in antitumor activity. These studies suggest that inhibi-
tion of mTOR/PI3K has multifunctional beneficial effects 
against HNSCC, and further studies will clarify how to lever-
age these effects for maximum efficacy.

Perspective
No single in vivo system is sufficient to investigate oral carci-
nogenesis and treatment. However, GEMMs and chemical car-
cinogenesis models have proven to be valuable tools for the 
study of oral cancer arising from native epithelia in immuno-
competent animals. GEMMs are powerful for assessing which 
commonly detected genetic alterations in human oral cancer are 
“driver mutations” and which mutations cooperate with other 
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events in tumorigenesis while chemical carcinogenesis models 
mimic numerous genetic insults from environmental carcino-
gens in oral cancer. Studies combining both model systems 
overcome single-system limitations and shorten experimental 
courses. Because immune-targeted therapies are entering into 
OSCC treatment and new immune-targeting therapies such 
TLR agonists, multiple immune checkpoint inhibitors, vac-
cines, and adoptive T-cell transfer are entering human trials 
(reviewed in Economopoulou et al. 2016), it is important that 
researchers evaluate the influence of immune cells and cyto-
kines/chemokines in the context of their model, treatments, and 
experimental questions. For example, HNSCC models in 
immune-compromised mice have generated a wealth of knowl-
edge regarding the genes and signaling pathways that drive 
tumor growth, metastasis, and CSCs, but translating these mod-
els into immune competent models is a critical next step. Such 
research can assess how immune cells contribute to the process 
in question and how therapeutic interventions may have posi-
tive or negative effects on antitumor immunity. Similarly, the 
evaluation of immune cell contributions to early, preneoplastic 
transitions in oral epithelia is critical to develop novel chemo-
prevention strategies. Given the fundamental differences 
between the immune systems of humans and mice, humanized 
PDX models (Morton, Bird, Refaeli, et al. 2016) can contribute 
to understanding human oral cancer biology. Combining mouse 
models and humanized PDX models will provide complemen-
tary model systems to study oral cancer immune evasion, 
develop strategies for prevention, and optimize therapies target-
ing the immune system and tumor microenvironment that will 
complement human clinical trials and provide models for test-
ing hypotheses borne out of human trials.
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